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ABSTRACT

Triggers and regulatory pathways that effectively link human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) major immediate early (MIE) latent-
lytic switch activation with progeny production are incompletely understood. In the quiescently infected human NTera2 cell
model of primitive neural stem cells, we found that costimulation with vasoactive intestinal peptide (V) and phorbol ester (P)
synergistically activated viral infection, but this effect waned over time. Coupling retinoic acid (R), an inducer of neuronal differ-
entiation, to VP pulse stimulation attenuated the decline in viral activity and promoted the spread of the active infection
through concentric layers of neighboring cells as cellular differentiation progressed. R stimulation alone was unable to activate
the infection. The MIE enhancer cis-regulatory mechanisms responsible for this result were characterized by a strategy of combi-
natorial mutagenesis of five cis-acting element types (retinoic acid receptor binding elements [RARE], cyclic AMP [cAMP] re-
sponse elements [CRE], NF-�B binding sites [kB], serum response element, and ETS/ELK-1 binding site) and multiple methods
of assessment. We found that the CRE and kB combination sets the preinduction enhancer tone, is the major initiator and am-
plifier of RVP-induced MIE gene expression, and cooperates with RARE during cellular differentiation to enhance viral spread.
In predifferentiated NTera2, we also found that the CRE-kB combination functions as initiator and amplifier of unstimulated
HCMV MIE gene expression and cooperatively interacts with RARE to enhance viral spread. We conclude that RVP-stimulated
signaling cascades and cellular differentiation operate through the enhancer CRE-kB-RARE core in strengthening induction of
HCMV MIE gene expression in linkage with viral propagation.

IMPORTANCE

Cytomegalovirus-seropositive persons commonly lack detectable levels of cytomegalovirus replication, even when profoundly
immunocompromised. In a human NTera2 cell model of primitive neural stem cells carrying resting cytomegalovirus genomes,
we show that costimulation of protein kinase A and C-delta signaling cascades in conjunction with retinoic acid-induced neuro-
nal differentiation brings about progeny virus propagation. Iterated DNA binding sites for retinoic acid receptor, CREB, and
NF-�B family members in the cytomegalovirus major enhancer are at the crux in the pathway to HCMV activation. The stimu-
lated CREB and NF-�B binding site combination vigorously initiates and amplifies the active cytomegalovirus infection and co-
operates with activated retinoic acid receptor binding sites to further promote viral proliferation and spread between differenti-
ated cells. These results support a paradigm in which a specific combination of stimuli coupled with cellular differentiation
satisfies a core cis-activating code that unlocks enhancer silence to repower the cycle of cytomegalovirus propagation.

The majority of the world’s population is carrier to the human
cytomegalovirus (HCMV) (1). Like other Herpesviridae family

members, HCMV dwells in its host in a quasi-inactive state of viral
latency until prompted by a specific set of stimuli or conditions to
produce viral progeny. HCMV inhabits virtually all types of hu-
man tissues, a feature that has long complicated efforts in trans-
plantation. Shedding of virus into saliva, urine, semen, and cervi-
covaginal secretions is the usual means by which HCMV is passed
to susceptible individuals (2). Among the HCMV-seropositive
population, episodic shedding of infectious virus into bodily flu-
ids or molecular traces of viral lytic cycle activity in tissues are
seldom detected in healthy persons but are commonly detected in
persons with severe cellular immune deficiency or inflammatory
conditions (e.g., septic shock or burns). However, many HCMV-
seropositive persons with the same predisposing conditions do
not experience the outcome of productive HCMV replication or
viral shedding (3–5). Interhost differences in factors that drive
HCMV latent-lytic switch activation in linkage with viral progeny
production might partly account for this clinical observation. In

the mouse model, a solitary stimulus that potently initiates mu-
rine CMV latent-lytic switch activation in vivo is not enough to
effectively produce viral progeny (6).

Hematopoietic cells of monocytic and dendritic cell lineages
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are sites of HCMV latency. Naturally infected hematopoietic cells
further subjected to differentiation and stimulation in vitro have
subsequently produced infectious virus, but this outcome is inef-
ficiently achieved using current methods. Hematopoietic cells are
likely not the only cell types that support HCMV latency (7). In
latently infected mice, periventricular primitive neuronal cell pre-
cursors are the source of latent virus that reactivates after cultur-
ing brain explants (8). The ventriculoencephalitis that results
from HCMV reactivation in profoundly immunocompromised
persons suggests a similar analogy. In these patients, the active
HCMV infection is located in ependymal cells and subependymal
neuronal cells (9, 10) that layer on a zone of neuronal stem cells.

HCMV infection of human embryonal NTera2-D1 cells (NT2)
(11) maintained under drug-free stem cell growth conditions
models HCMV quiescence in a primitive neuronal stem cell (12,
13). HCMV genomes effectively penetrate NT2 nuclei (14), and a
subset of the nonreplicating viral genomes are configured as co-
valently closed circles with superhelical twists (12). As is the case in
primary human neuronal stem cells, retinoic acid (R) exposure
induces NT2 neuronal differentiation (15, 16) via R receptor-me-
diated signaling (16, 17). Differentiated NT2 permit an acute ac-
tive HCMV infection that produces infectious viral progeny (13).

The HCMV major immediate early (MIE) gene products IE1-
p72 and IE2-p86 are pivotal activators of the HCMV lytic cycle. In
latently infected myeloid cells, expression of HCMV MIE genes is
greatly restricted but is required for reactivating HCMV replica-
tion (18, 19). HCMV MIE gene expression is also tightly restricted
in human NT2, embryonic stem cell lines, and primitive neuronal
stem cells (12, 20, 21). Priming with R or adding R at the time of
infection allows HCMV MIE gene expression in a subset of NT2
and primitive neuronal stem cells (12, 21). However, delaying R’s
application to NT2 after the infection fails to achieve this outcome
(12). Stimulating quiescently infected NT2 with vasoactive intes-
tinal peptide (V), an immunomodulatory neuropeptide, rapidly
activates viral MIE gene expression in a cell subset via the cellular
protein kinase A (PKA)-CREB-TORC2 signaling cascade and the
repetition of MIE enhancer’s cyclic AMP response elements
(CRE) (22). Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (P) also activates
HCMV MIE gene expression in a subset of quiescently infected
NT2, but through a different signaling pathway involving PKC-
delta, CREB, and NF-�B (p65 and p50) and the MIE enhancer’s
CRE and NF-�B-binding sites (kB) (23). P also activates MIE gene
expression in a small subset of human embryonic stem cells and
Kasumi-3 myeloid progenitor cells that carry quiescent HCMV
genomes (20, 24). Neither V nor P alone is able to productively
activate HCMV in the broader population of quiescently infected
cells. The global gene expression profile of NT2 closely resembles
that of human embryonic stem cells (25–27). Cellular transcrip-
tion factor OCT4, a pluripotency signature, maintains the NT2
undifferentiated state (28, 29). Neither V nor P disrupts the
OCT4-maintained state of NT2 stemness during the peak time of
active MIE gene expression (22, 23).

A specific combination of external cues and intrinsic cellular
conditions is postulated to comprise the key for unlocking all re-
straints on reactivated HCMV replication. In this report, we de-
scribe a combination of stimuli that productively reverses HCMV
quiescence in the NT2 primitive neuronal stem cell model. This
combination launches multiple regulatory cascades and cellular
differentiation. These concerted actions funnel through a triad of
different MIE enhancer cis-acting element types that work in syn-

ergy to advance the active HCMV infection in restoring viral
propagation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and viruses. Human NTera2/D1 cells (NT2) were kindly provided
by E. Gonczol (13). NT2 were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle me-
dium (DMEM) plus 3% of charcoal-treated HyClone fetal bovine serum
(FBS) and 3% of Knockout Serum Replacement (Invitrogen) to minimize
background levels of NT2 differentiation and HCMV MIE expression (12,
22). Mycoplasma-free NT2 were cultured in the presence of penicillin and
streptomycin. The following inducers of HCMV activation were added to
NT2 growth medium lacking Knockout Serum Replacement: retinoic
acid (R; Sigma), 10 �M; phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (P; Sigma), 20
nM; and vasoactive intestinal peptide (V; EMD Millipore), 100 nM. For
longer-term growth of NT2 after pulse induction with stimuli, the me-
dium was changed to DMEM plus 10% HyClone FBS, with or without R
(10 �M). Human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF) were isolated, propagated,
and studied at passage number �6 (14). Differentiated NT2 cells (D-
NT2) were generated by treatment of NT2 with R (10 �M) for �15 days in
DMEM plus 10% FBS, and R was then removed 48 h prior to HCMV
infection.

HCMV strains Towne and VR1814 were used. Strain VR1814 was
maintained in human umbilical vein endothelial cells prior to one-step
amplification in HFF. All viruses were partially purified by centrifugation
of filtered infected-HFF cell supernatant through a 20% sorbitol cushion
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (12). NT2 were inoculated for 90 to
120 min with the indicated viruses at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of
5 to 10 PFU per ml in DMEM plus 3% charcoal-treated FBS. Infected cells
were then washed twice with Hanks’ balanced salt solution without cal-
cium or magnesium (HBSS). D-NT2 were infected in the same way, but at
MOIs in high (1 to 3 PFU/ml) and low (0.03 to 0.05 PFU/ml) ranges.

HCMV-GFP has a green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene driven by the
viral native UL127 promoter that is expressed with early/late kinetics (30).
HCMV recombinants rCRE� (rC�), rkB� (rK�), rCRE�.kB� (rCK�),
and rWTCK� have been reported previously (22, 23) and were derived
from HCMV strain Towne in a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)
(31). With the same procedures, we additionally constructed HCMV re-
combinants having site-directed base substitution mutations that func-
tionally inactivate the retinoic acid response elements (RARE) (32), the
serum response element (SRE) (33), and the ETS/ELK-1 (22, 33) binding
site in the MIE enhancer. Placement of mutations in each of three copies
of RARE created rRARE� (rR�). Combining CRE-kB mutations with
RARE or SRE-ETS mutations created rCRE�.kB�.RARE� (rCKR�) or
rCRE�.kB�.ETS�.SRE� (rCKES�), respectively. Replicates of recombi-
nant viruses were produced from independent recombination procedures
(22, 23). All recombinant virus genomes were analyzed by gel electropho-
resis for size-mobility pattern of EcoRI restriction fragments and by DNA
sequencing through the HCMV MIE locus. Only recombinant viruses at
passage number �3 were used for phenotype analyses.

RNA analyses. Whole-cell RNA was isolated according to the method
of Chomczynski and Sacchi (34). Reverse transcription (RT) and quanti-
tative real-time PCR (qPCR) were performed using methods described
previously (22, 23). Spliced MIE RNA was quantified by using a primer set
targeting MIE exons 1 and 2 and a fluorophore-conjugated probe span-
ning the mRNA splice junction (35). Spliced IE1 (36) and spliced IE2 (37)
RNA levels were quantified by the TaqMan qPCR method, using analytes
published previously.

Protein analyses. Western blotting of whole-cell extracts supple-
mented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors and fractionated by
SDS-PAGE were performed using methods described previously (22, 23).
HCMV IE1-p72 and IE2-p86 were detected by monoclonal murine anti-
body MAB810 (EMD Millipore). GFP and beta-tubulin were detected by
anti-GFP rabbit monoclonal antibody (Epitomics) and E7 murine mono-
clonal anti-beta-tubulin antibody (University of Iowa Hybridoma Bank,
Iowa City, IA), respectively.
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Immunofluorescence assay (IFA) was performed using published
methods (22, 23). Primary antibodies MAB810 (Millipore), anti-pp28
(EastCoast Bio), and anti-gB (EastCoast Bio) were used for detection of
HCMV MIE, pp28, and gB proteins, respectively. Secondary goat anti-
mouse antibody conjugated to Alexa Fluor 555 or 488 (Molecular Probes
Invitrogen) was applied. Cells were counterstained with 4=,6=-diamidino-
2-phenylindole (DAPI; 1 mg/ml). An inverted Olympus IX 51 fluorescent
microscope equipped with an X-Cite 120 fluorescence illumination sys-
tem was used to capture images. The ratio of MIE� cells to total DAPI�

cells was determined using NIH ImageJ 1.34s software.
Flow cytometric analysis was performed using a BD LSR II flow cy-

tometer (BD Biosciences). Data were analyzed with BD FACS Diva soft-
ware (where FACS is fluorescence-activated cell sorter) and FlowJo soft-
ware. Cells were fixed in cold methanol, treated with 0.1% Tween 20 in
PBS, and washed in PBS plus 2% FBS prior to the reaction with MAB810X
conjugated to Alexa 488 (EMD Millipore) for detection of intracellular
HCMV MIE proteins. Live/Dead Fixable Aqua staining was applied ac-
cording to the company’s instructions (Invitrogen).

Assay of infectious virus produced. To quantify the amount of infec-
tious virus in NT2, cells were washed, scraped, frozen, thawed, and gently
sonicated. The cell extract, as well as the cell growth medium supernatant,
was then passed through a 0.45-�m-pore-size filter. Filtered cell extract or
supernatant was applied in a standard viral plaque assay on HFF to deter-
mine the infectious titer (in PFU per milliliter) (14). The spread of recom-
binant viruses from cell to cell was monitored in real time by live-cell

fluorescence microscopy for detection of vGFP� cells. All HCMV BAC
recombinants express GFP from a simian virus 40 (SV40) early promoter-
GFP gene located in the BAC DNA segment (31). HCMV-GFP is not BAC
derived and expresses GFP from the viral UL127 promoter. Captured
images were inverted in Adobe Photoshop to improve discrimination of
GFP� cells by eliminating the black background.

RESULTS
VP-joint synergism in HCMV infection activation fades over
time. In quiescently infected NT2, either V-induced PKA/TORC-
2/CREB activation (22) or P-induced PKC-delta/CREB/NF-�B
activation (23) functions to partially relieve HCMV MIE gene
silence. While PKA and PKC-delta separately drive signaling cas-
cades that act through the same MIE enhancer cis-acting elements,
the coactivation of these pathways may have unique downstream
consequences. We show in Fig. 1 that costimulation with V and P
(VP) generated a magnitude of HCMV immediate early and early
gene expression that exceeded the sum of the individual responses
produced by each component of the VP combination. The change
in levels of HCMV-spliced MIE RNA (Fig. 1A) was matched with
a commensurate change in levels of the resultant spliced IE1 and
IE2 RNA subsets (data not shown). The VP combination also
increased the proportion of NT2 expressing HCMV MIE proteins

FIG 1 The VP combination is superior to either stimulus alone in activating HCMV infection in quiescently infected NT2. (A) HCMV spliced MIE RNA level
was quantified by RT-qPCR at 24 h poststimulation with the indicated agents. The bar graph depicts fold changes in RNA levels (means � standard deviations
[SD]), relative to that of mock treatment at 4 h, for triplicate biological samples after normalization to cellular 18S RNA amount (MIE RNAN). (B) Percentages
of HCMV-infected NT2 containing IE1-p72/IE2-p86 (MIE�) were determined by a FACS-based method at 24 h poststimulation with the indicated agents (MOI
of 5 PFU/cell). Fluorescence intensity profiles for MIE� NT2 populations are shown in the panel insert; 20,000 gated cells were analyzed; error bars show SD for
counting error. (C) Expression of IE1-p72, IE2-p86, and UL127GFP by HCMV-GFP 24 h after application of the indicated agents was assessed by Western
blotting. (D) Percentages of live NT2 expressing UL127GFP were determined at 1 day after stimulation with indicated agents, based on FACS analysis of 30,000
propidium stain-negative cells. Unstimulated infected NT2 produced 0.1% GFP� NT2. (E) Inhibition of VP-induced MIE� NT2 (red fluorescence) by
concentrations of H-89 (8 �M) and bisindolylmaleimide I (BIM, 150 nM) previously determined in NT2 to effectively inhibit PKA and PKC-delta activity,
respectively (22, 23). IFA was performed at 24 h poststimulation. Cell density by DAPI counterstain did not differ significantly between groups (not shown).
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(MIE� NT2), as well as the intracellular concentration of immu-
noreactive MIE protein in the MIE� NT2 subpopulation (Fig.
1B). Analysis of crude extract from the entire NT2 population
revealed that VP was superior to either stimulus alone in increas-
ing the levels of expression of the dominant MIE proteins, IE1-p71
and IE2-p86 (Fig. 1C). A commensurate increase in the amount of
the virally expressed GFP (vGFP) indicated that the MIE proteins
were functioning in viral early kinetic-class gene activation (Fig.
1C). VP acted synergistically in expanding the vGFP� NT2 popu-
lation (Fig. 1D), which was evident over a wide range of V and P
concentrations (data not shown). VP was also more effective at
bringing about expression of other viral early kinetic-class gene
products, such as pUL44 and gB (data not shown). As anticipated,
inhibiting both PKA and PKC-delta signaling pathways greatly
decreased VP’s ability to activate MIE protein expression, whereas
inhibiting just one of the pathways only modestly decreased this
ability (Fig. 1E).

We next examined the durability of VP’s effect on HCMV ac-
tivation. While continuing the VP exposure, spliced MIE RNA
amounts were found to peak at 8 h, decline steeply at 12 h, and
then decline gradually over the course of 2 days, regardless of
whether normalized to the level of cellular actin RNA (Fig. 2A) or
18S RNA (data not shown). The marked expansion in the MIE�

NT2 population size resulting from a 24-h pulse of VP treatment
was followed as early as day 3 by a contraction in size of this
population, which contracted further as the time span lengthened
at days 5 and 7 after stimulation (Fig. 2B). Correspondingly, in-
fectious HCMV progeny was found in greater amount inside NT2
at day 5 than at day 9 after VP stimulation (Fig. 2C). Infectious
virus was not released into cell medium after VP stimulation, and
virus was not recovered in the culture of the contents of the un-

stimulated infected NT2 population. Hence, the VP combination
acts synergistically in launching the active HCMV infection, but
this activity wanes over a fairly short time frame.

R coupling to VP stimulation decreases loss of actively in-
fected cells and promotes viral spread. While R alone is unable to
break HCMV quiescence in NT2 (12), it gradually yields NT2
differentiation along a neuronal lineage pathway (16). Subsequent
infection of predifferentiated NT2 (D-NT2) produces infectious
HCMV progeny (13). While exposing undifferentiated NT2 to R
for a single day prior to infection is an insufficient length of time to
render the cells differentiated, R quickly triggers changes in the
cellular gene expression program that could conceivably influence
the infection outcome. To determine whether the R-induced im-
mediate signaling response or transformation in cellular differen-
tiation might strengthen VP’s ability to reverse HCMV quiescence
in NT2, we tested three experimental conditions under which cells
were first exposed to R at �1 day after infection (day 0 or 1 of
stimulation), at the time of infection (day �1 before commence-
ment of stimulation), or 1 day before infection (day �2 before
commencement of stimulation) (Fig. 3A). All three experimental
conditions included 4 treatment arms of a 24-h pulse stimulation
with R, VP, RVP, or nothing, given at day 1 postinfection (p.i.)
(day 0). R was applied the following day (day 1 after commence-
ment of stimulation) to all treatment groups and was maintained
thereafter, in order to promote cellular differentiation. As shown
in Fig. 3B, pulse stimulation with R alone produced very few
HCMV MIE� NT2 at day 1 poststimulation. This outcome was
not substantially changed by the priming of cells for 24 h with R at
the commencement of infection (day �1) or 1 day before (day
�2). Remarkably, VP and RVP initially produced similar-sized
population expansions of HCMV MIE� NT2 at day 1 poststimu-

FIG 2 VP-activated HCMV infection wanes over time. (A) HCMV spliced MIE RNA level was quantified by RT-qPCR at 4, 8, 12, 24, and 48 h after VP
stimulation, which was continued for 48 h. RNAs from duplicate infections were pooled prior to quadruplicate measurements. The graph depicts fold changes
in MIE RNA levels after normalization to actin mRNA (MIE/Actin RNA) relative to that of mock treatment at 4 h. (B) IFA of MIE� cells (red) in HCMV-infected
NT2 (MOI of 5 PFU/cell) at days 3, 5, and 7 after VP stimulation for 24 h (days 0 to 1). Cells were washed and cultured in DMEM containing 10% FBS plus R.
Nuclear DNA was counterstained with DAPI (blue fluorescence). Original magnification, �10. (C) Determination of HCMV PFU/ml in NT2 extract (PFU) at
days 5 and 9 after VP stimulation for 24 h (day 0 to 1) or no stimulation, using standard plaque assay on HFF as described in Materials and Methods. Data
represent results from 3 independent experiments; error bars show the SD. Cell growth medium supernatant was assayed in parallel.
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lation. The MIE� NT2 population expansion gradually con-
tracted over the course of days. A scattering of clusters of tightly
packed vGFP� NT2 (�6 vGFP� cells) eventually emerged by day
7, and the number of vGFP� cells per cluster increased with in-
creasing days poststimulation. RVP outranked VP in both the
number and the size of vGFP� NT2 clusters that it produced (Fig.
3B). RVP also outperformed VP in the quantity of infectious
HCMV progeny generated in NT2 at days 5 and 9 (Fig. 3C). RVP
was unable to bring about the release of this virus into the culture
medium (data not shown). Because priming with R had not sub-
stantially changed the result in the various treatment arms, all
subsequent studies were performed without R priming.

Testing of the endothelial-tissue-adapted HCMV strain VR1814,
which is closer in form to an unmanipulated HCMV clinical iso-
late than is strain Towne, also revealed the superiority of RVP over
VP in generating MIE� NT2 clusters at day 10 poststimulation,
but not in MIE� cell numbers at day 1 poststimulation (Fig. 3D).
Consistent with a previous report for HCMV Towne (12), R alone
only minimally induced expression of spliced MIE RNA from
HCMV VR1814, when assessed at 4, 24, and 48 h after commence-
ment of R stimulation (Fig. 3E). In contrast, adding R to VP was
remarkable in having lowered the rate of decline in the HCMV
spliced MIE RNA level after the peak level of MIE RNA expression,
despite continuing exposure to the stimuli.

FIG 3 Adding R to VP later expands the active infection. (A) Schematic diagram of three different experimental conditions. Under conditions II and III, NT2
were primed with R for 24 h at days �2 and �1, respectively, relative to day 0 commencement of stimulation with nothing, R, VP, or RVP for 24 h. Cells were
then washed and maintained in 10% FBS and R (10 �M). (B) HCMV-infected NT2 (MOI, 5) were subjected to conditions I, II, or III as described for panel A.
Live-cell fluorescence microscopy was performed at days 1 and 11 poststimulation. The inverted image reveals HCMV-GFP� NT2 (pink). Original magnifica-
tion, �10. (C) Determination via standard plaque assay of HCMV PFU/ml in NT2 lysate at days 5 and 9 after VP versus RVP stimulation for 24 h or no
stimulation followed by continual R exposure (condition I). Data represent 3 independent experiments; error bars show the SD. (D) HCMV VR1814-infected
NT2 (MOI, 10) were subjected to condition I in the manner described for panel A. MIE� cells (pink) were analyzed by IFA at days 1 and 10 after stimulation for
24 h with nothing, VP, or RVP. Nuclear DNA was counterstained with DAPI (blue). Original magnification, �10. (E) Comparison of R-, VP-, and RVP-induced
expression of spliced MIE RNA by HCMV VR1814 at 4, 24, and 48 h poststimulation. Spliced MIE RNA levels were quantified from triplicate infections, using
RT-qPCR and standard curve methods. The bar graph depicts fold increases in the spliced MIE RNA level (mean � SD) relative to that produced in the absence
of stimulation for each time point and normalized to the actin RNA level.
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Taken together, the results indicate that coupling of R to the
VP pulse (i) limits the time-dependent decline in the amount of
MIE RNA that occurs over the course of hours, (ii) limits the
time-dependent decline in the number of actively infected NT2
that occurs over the course of several days, and (iii) enables the
spread of the active infection to concentric layers of neighboring
cells that occurs after a time lag of several days poststimulation.

The enhancer RARE contributes to R-induced differentia-
tion-coupled HCMV activation and spread. Previous reports
have indicated that site-directed mutations placed in the three
copies of retinoic acid response elements (RARE) in the MIE en-
hancer eliminates R-induced transcription from an HCMV MIE
enhancer/promoter segment in a plasmid transiently transfected
into NT2 (32, 38). To determine whether these observations
translate to the virus and its response to RVP stimulation, we
made the same base substitution mutations in the HCMV Towne
genome (Fig. 4A and B). The application of equivalent infectious
units of RARE-null (rR�) and parent wild-type (rWT) recombi-
nant viruses to NT2 revealed that the two viruses produce similar
amounts of spliced MIE RNA at 4 and 24 h of VP stimulation (Fig.
4C). The viruses differed minimally, but significantly (P 	 0.001),
in their response to RVP stimulation for 24 h. While enhancer
RARE mutations only modestly lessened MIE gene expression in
response to RVP stimulation in the short term, they could con-
ceivably have additional effects on the virus that might not be
manifest until later times after infection.

rR� and rWT were therefore compared in their abilities to
develop vGFP� NT2 clusters after RVP stimulation in relation to
the presence or absence of continual R exposure (Fig. 5A). Balanc-
ing rWT and rR� by infectious units producing equivalent per-
centages of MIE� HFF at day 1 p.i. (MOI, 0.6) revealed that the
two viruses yielded equivalent percentages of MIE� NT2 (MOI, 1)
at day 1 of RVP stimulation (Fig. 5B). In the parallel group study of
infected NT2 at day 18 after RVP pulse stimulation (MOI, 1), rR�

was found to yield 
70% fewer vGFP� NT2 clusters than did rWT
when cultured in either the presence or absence of R (Fig. 5C).
Both rR� and rWT produced fewer vGFP� NT2 clusters when R
was omitted from the maintenance culture. rR� produced vGFP�

NT2 clusters that were visibly smaller in overall diameter than
those produced by rWT (Fig. 5D). In a validation study, two in-
dependently constructed rR� recombinants, rR�.A and rR�.B,
were concordant in the degree of disability in forming MIE� NT2
clusters after RVP stimulation followed by R continuation, as
gauged by the mildly decreased quantity and size of the MIE� NT2
clusters in comparison to the rWT reference (Fig. 5E).

We further investigated whether the difference in rR� versus
rWT phenotype was the result of the R stimulus or the indirect
consequence of R-induced NT2 differentiation by study of the
viruses in predifferentiated NT2 cells (D-NT2). D-NT2 were gen-
erated after 15 days of R exposure followed by washout of R for 2
days prior to infection. The balancing of rR�..A, rR�.B, and rWT
for infectious units producing equivalent percentages of MIE�

HFF revealed that both rR�.A and rR�.B produce slightly fewer
MIE� D-NT2 (13%) at day 1 postinfection at an MOI of 3 in the
absence of R exposure (Fig. 6A). In a parallel group, the MOI had
been lowered to 0.03 to enable determination of whether the rR�

viruses differed from rWT in the ability to form actively infected
cell clusters in D-NT2. The infected cells were subsequently main-
tained in either the absence or the presence of R. As shown in Fig.
6B, both rR�.A and rR�.B produced significantly fewer vGFP�

D-NT2 clusters at day 17 postinfection (P 	 0.005). Adding R
after infection widened this difference (the differences between
rR� and rWT vGFP� D-NT2 cluster numbers were 
3.5-fold and

11-fold in the absence and presence of R, respectively). The
average diameter or size distribution of the clusters was not ap-
preciably changed by the RARE mutations (Fig. 6C). Placing mu-
tations in enhancer CRE (all five copies) instead of RARE had not
produced an abnormality in MIE�/vGFP� D-NT2 cluster forma-
tion (data not shown). In the absence of R stimulation, rR� also
exhibited a modest but statistically significant 
50 to 60% reduc-
tion in MIE RNA expression at 1 day p.i. at high and low MOIs
(P 	 0.005) (Fig. 6D).

We surmise that the enhancer’s RARE responds to both the
intrinsic D-NT2 condition of cellular differentiation and R’s stim-
ulatory actions. The combined results also indicate that MIE
enhancer-dependent viral productivity is driven by regulatory el-
ements other than just the three RARE. Conversely, R is addi-
tionally acting via mechanistic pathways that are not disrupted by
a string of RARE mutations in the MIE enhancer.

The enhancer CRE-kB combination sets the preinduction
enhancer tone, initiates and amplifies MIE gene expression, and
cooperates with RARE in driving differentiation-associated vi-
ral spread. While the HCMV MIE gene regulatory elements that
integrate RVP-stimulated signals are unknown, they are predicted
to relay activities of PKA, PKC-delta, and R signaling cascades. To
identify these elements, we assembled a panel of HCMV recombi-

FIG 4 Adding R to VP lowers the rate of decline in MIE RNA expression,
which is partly dependent on the enhancer RARE. (A) Schematic diagram of
location of RARE (3 copies), kB (4 copies), CRE (5 copies), and ETS-SRE
(single set of sites) cis-acting elements in the HCMV MIE enhancer of the WT
BAC recombinant (rWT) in comparison to the rR� BAC recombinant lacking
functional RARE cis-acting elements. MIE enhancer cis-acting elements:
RARE, blue oval; kB, black oval; CRE, black oval with white diamond; ETS-
SRE, divided rectangle. (B) Diagram of specific base substitution mutations
(mt) placed in each of three RARE (wt) in the HCMV rR� construct. (C) rWT
versus rR� spliced MIE RNA levels at 4 and 24 h after VP or RVP stimulation
were quantified from triplicate infections, using the methods described above.
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nants differing in specific transcription factor binding site candi-
dates disabled by base substitution mutations. Because solitary
targeting of the MIE enhancer’s CRE, kB, ETS/ELK-1 binding site
(ETS), or serum response element (SRE) had not disrupted RVP-
activated MIE gene expression (data not shown), our focus turned
to viruses carrying combinations of these mutations (Fig. 7A). The
ETS-SRE mutations were fashioned after those that inactivated
this unit’s response to P- or V-induced signaling in other systems.
Infectious titers of viruses without and with mutations in CRE-kB
(rCK�), CRE-kB plus RARE (rCKR�), and CRE-kB plus ETS-SRE
(rCKES�) were balanced in HFF with respect to producing equiv-
alent levels of MIE� cells (Fig. 7B) and IE1-p71 and IE2-p86 (data
not shown) per FACS- and Western blot-based determinations,
respectively. In the parallel group of quiescently infected NT2, we
found that mutations in the CRE-kB combination nearly abol-
ished VP’s ability to produce MIE� NT2 at day 1 of stimulation
but were less effective at stopping RVP from initiating production
of MIE� NT2 (Fig. 7C). Adding RARE mutations to CRE-kB mu-
tations further reduced by 
50% the proportion of NT2 express-
ing any level of MIE protein at day 1 of RVP stimulation, whereas
the addition of ETS-SRE mutations resulted in 	10% difference
(Fig. 7D). Strikingly, the CRE-kB mutations dropped the MIE
protein amount expressed by individual members of the MIE�

NT2 population despite RVP stimulation. This drop is reflected

in a marked lowering in the ratio of bright MIE� (MIEBright)
NT2 to dull MIE� (MIEDull) NT2 subpopulations (ratios of 0.3
and 2.0 for rCK� and rWT, respectively) and a decrease in
mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of the MIEbright NT2 sub-
population. The add-on of RARE or ETS-SRE mutations does
not substantially further reduce the MIE protein amount in the
MIE� NT2 population.

Carrying forward the rWT, rCK�, and rCKR� infections for 18
days after RVP pulse stimulation followed by the continual pres-
ence of R revealed via inspection by inverted microscopy that
rCK� produces smaller and 
70% fewer vGFP� NT2 clusters
than does rWT (Fig. 7E). Moreover, rCKR� failed to produce
clusters having �6 vGFP� cells at day 18 and vGFP� cells were
rare. To confirm these results, two independently constructed vi-
ruses for rCK� (rCK�.A and rCK�.B) and rCKR� (rCKR�.A and
rCKR�.B) were subjected to study in the same manner. As shown
in Fig. 7F, rWT, rCK�.A, rCK�.B, rCKR�.A, and rCKR�.B were
well balanced for infectious units used to establish quiescent NT2
infection. At day 20 after commencement of RVP pulse stimula-
tion, rCK�.A and rCK�.B exhibited concordant behavior in yield-
ing 
73% fewer vGFP� NT2 clusters and smaller clusters. Both
rCKR�.A and rCKR�.B failed to produce vGFP� NT2 clusters,
whereas rWT produced 148 vGFP� NT2 clusters on average.

To better understand the mechanism behind the attenuated

FIG 5 RARE mutation-associated disability intensifies late after RVP induction. (A) Diagram of experimental design. Quiescently infected NT2 were pulsed with
RVP for 1 day, followed by culturing in differentiation medium without or with R (Minus or Plus R, respectively). (B to D) NT2 were infected with equivalent
infectious units of rWT and rR� (MOI, 1.0), as determined in parallel HFF infections at day 1 p.i. (MOI, 0.6 PFU/cell). MIE� NT2 were analyzed by FACS at day
1 after RVP stimulation. Scatter plots show the distribution of MIE� cells by fluorescence intensity versus forward side scatter. Percentages of MIE� cells were
determined from 20,000 and 100,000 gated HFF and NT2 cells, respectively (B). vGFP� clusters (�6 cells per cluster) at day 18 after RVP stimulation were
quantified for two separate infections, using live-cell fluorescence microscopy (C). Inverted images of representative micrographs show vGFP� NT2 clusters
(pink) at the original magnification of �4 (D). (E) rWT and two independently constructed rR� recombinants, rR�.A and rR�.B, were subjected to the
experimental conditions and analytical methods described above, with the exception of the use of IFA and image acquisition analysis to determine the spatial
diameter of MIE� NT2 clusters. The size distribution of 50 randomly selected MIE� NT2 clusters is shown in a pie chart by category of range in diameter.
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MIE protein expression by viruses containing CRE-kB mutations,
we quantified spliced MIE RNA levels at 4 h after mock, VP, or
RVP stimulation. Comparable inputs of infectious units of rWT,
rCK�, rCKR�, and rCKES� were applied, as reflected in the
spliced MIE RNA amount produced in a parallel infection of HFF
(MOI, 1) (Fig. 8A). Remarkably, the infections of unstimulated
NT2 (MOI, 5) revealed that CRE-kB mutations dropped basal
levels of spliced MIE RNA production nearly 10-fold (Fig. 8B).
The addition of RARE or ETS-SRE mutations did not further
lower the basal MIE RNA level. Limiting mutations to either CRE
or kB alone did not lower the basal production of spliced MIE
RNA to the degree of lowering caused by mutations in both CRE
and kB (data not shown). VP stimulation of rWT increased the
spliced MIE RNA amount 
22-fold over the levels produced in
the unstimulated NT2 infection (Fig. 8C). Compared to this ref-
erence level of fold induction, mutations in CRE-kB lowered the
fold induction level by 
75%, and the add-on of RARE or ETS-
SRE mutations had not further reduced the fold induction level.
RVP stimulation of rWT also increased the spliced MIE RNA
amount 
22-fold. This magnitude of induction was not signifi-
cantly lowered by mutations in CRE-kB or CRE-kB plus ETS-SRE.
In contrast, combining CRE-kB and RARE mutations lowered the
fold induction level by 
75%. Separate studies showed that mu-
tations in RARE alone had an insignificant effect on the MIE RNA
level at 4 h of RVP stimulation (Fig. 4C). With RVP stimulation,
CRE-kB mutations caused the total amount of spliced MIE RNA
to drop 10-fold (Fig. 8D), commensurate with the drop of 10-fold
in the basal level of MIE RNA expression in unstimulated cells.

Mutations in CRE-kB plus RARE decreased the total amount of
spliced MIE RNA 30-fold, which comprises the decreases in basal
and inducible levels of MIE RNA expression. These results sup-
port the idea that the CRE-kB acts to determine the preinduction
enhancer tone and, thereby, governs postinduction levels of MIE
gene expression in undifferentiated NT2.

Because rCK� and rCKR� differ the most in growth features
that become apparent several days after commencement of R-
coupled stimulation and induction of cellular differentiation, the
activities of rWT, rCK�, and rCKR� were compared in prediffer-
entiated D-NT2. At day 1 postinfection (MOI, 1), in the absence of
R exposure, the mutations in CRE-kB and CRE-kB plus RARE
were found to produce only 
20% and 
30% fewer MIE�

D-NT2, respectively (Fig. 9A). In contrast, the CRE-kB mutations
greatly lowered MIE protein amounts in the vast majority of cells
in the MIE� D-NT2 population, as reflected in the lowering of the
MIEbright/MIEdull NT2 ratio (0.5 and 2.0 for rCK� and rWT, re-
spectively) and MFI of the MIEbright D-NT2 subpopulation. The
addition of RARE mutations resulted in a further 30% reduction
in MIEbright/MIEdull NT2 ratio beyond that caused by the CRE-kB
mutations. This difference in MIE protein level accords with a 50
to 60% reduction in MIE RNA levels produced by rCKR�.A and
rCKR�.B versus rCK�.A, and rCK�.B at day 1 postinfection in the
absence of R (Fig. 9B). While the magnitude of difference between
rCK� and rCKR� in the amplitude of MIE gene expression is
similar for D-NT2 and NT2 (Fig. 7), the former situation is linked
to cellular differentiation and the latter situation is dependent on
RVP stimulation.

FIG 6 RARE mutation-associated disability also manifests in D-NT2. HFF and D-NT2 were infected with rWT and rR� at the indicated MOI. D-NT2 were
derived by R-induced NT2 differentiation for 15 days, followed by washout of R for 2 days prior to infection. (A) At 1 day p.i., the percentage of MIE� cells was
determined by FACS analysis of 20,000 gated HFF (MOI, 0.7 PFU/ml) and 100,000 gated D-NT2 (MOI, 3.0) cells. (B) At 17 days p.i. at an MOI of 0.03, the average
number of vGFP� D-NT2 clusters was determined for separate biological replicates for each virus type. R (10 �M) was added to (Plus R) or omitted from (Minus
R) the growth medium immediately after viral absorption. (C) Size distribution of 50 randomly selected vGFP� D-NT2 clusters by category of diameter range.
Results shown in panels A to C were produced from parallel infections. (D) At 1 day p.i., spliced MIE RNA levels normalized to actin RNA levels were quantified
from triplicate infections of HFF (MOI, 1.0) and D-NT2 (MOI, 3.0 and 0.003) in the absence of R. *, P 	 0.005; **, P 	 0.001.
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A parallel group of D-NT2 infections (MOI, 0.03) carried for-
ward for 14 days in the presence of R revealed that the CRE-kB
mutations decrease both the quantity of vGFP� NT2 clusters (by
83%) and the overall diameter of the clusters (Fig. 9C). The
add-on of RARE mutations abolishes the virus’s ability to form
vGFP� NT2 clusters. These findings were reproduced in separate
studies of other independently constructed rCK� and rCKR� re-
combinants (data not shown). Thus, D-NT2 and RVP-stimulated
NT2 undergoing differentiation yield matching patterns of
growth differences for rWT, rCK�, and rCKR�. Lastly, the func-
tional strength of the union between CRE and kB is also evident

in D-NT2, as mutations in either CRE alone or kB alone are less
effective at reducing MIE gene expression and formation of
vGFP� NT2 clusters than are mutations in both CRE and kB
(Fig. 9D).

DISCUSSION

The regulatory mechanisms underlying differentiation-coupled
activation of HCMV replication are not well understood. Here, we
apply the differentiation-inducible NT2 model to characterize a
set of stimuli whose combined actions effectively convert HCMV
quiescence into productive infection. The pairing of VP stimuli

FIG 7 CRE-kB mutations lower the initiation frequency and amplitude of RVP-induced MIE gene expression, whereas add-on RARE mutations nearly abolish
viral activity later on. (A) Diagram of MIE enhancer cis-acting element types functionally neutralized by base substitution mutations in the context of recom-
binant HCMV genomes. Mutations were placed in CRE-kB (rCK�), CRE-kB plus RARE (rCKR�), and CRE-kB plus ETS-SRE (rCKES�). See Materials and
Methods for details. (B to D) HFF (MOI, 0.8 PFU/cell) (B) and NT2 (MOI, 5.0) (C and D) were infected with rWT, rCK�, rCKR�, and/or rCKES�. FACS and
FlowJo analyses were performed to characterize MIE� HFF (20,000 gated cells) at day 1 p.i. and MIE� NT2 (80,000 gated cells) at day 1 of stimulation with VP,
RVP, or nothing. Input viral titers were adjusted to produce comparable amounts of MIE� HFF (B). Percentages of MIE� NT2 relative to all gated NT2 produced
by VP- versus RVP-stimulated rWT and rCK� are depicted in scatter plots (C). Scatter plots of RVP-stimulated rWT, rCK�, rCKR�, and rCKES� depict the
percentages of bright and dull MIE� NT2 subsets, which make up the total MIE� population (MIE� Tot.) (D). The bar graph shows the ratio of bright to dull
MIE� NT2 for each of the viruses, whereas the histogram shows fluorescence intensity distributions of bright MIE D-NT2 subpopulations for rWT, rCK�, and
rCKR� (D). (E) Inverted images of representative micrographs show vGFP� NT2 clusters (pink color) for rWT, rCK�, and rCKR� at day 18 after commence-
ment of RVP stimulation for 24 h followed by continual exposure to R; original magnification, �4. rCKR� did not form NT2 clusters (�6 cells per cluster). The
difference in input titers for the viruses was �3%, as determined in parallel analyses of MIE� HFF at day 1 postinfection (not shown). (F) In a separate study,
vGFP� NT2 cluster formation (�6 cells per cluster) was analyzed for rWT, rCK�.A, rCK�.B, rCKR�.A, and rCKR�.B at day 20 after RVP stimulation followed
by continual exposure to R, in relation to percentages of MIE� HFF at 1 day p.i. The average number (Avg. No.) of clusters was determined from two separate
infections. Size distributions of 50 randomly selected vGFP� NT2 clusters are depicted by category of range in diameters.
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increases both the likelihood and the amplitude of MIE gene ex-
pression, well exceeding that produced by stimulation with either
individual component (Fig. 1). This outcome is dependent on a
stretch of CRE and kB iterations in the MIE enhancer (Fig. 7) that
respond to the mix of signals partly relayed through PKA and PKC
delta (Fig. 1). Addition of R to the VP stimulation does not quan-
tifiably increase MIE� NT2 numbers or MIE protein amount in
the short term (Fig. 3 and 7). However, it does lower the rate of
MIE RNA level decline after 8 h poststimulation (Fig. 4) and off-
loads work from CRE-kB to RARE in delivering the RVP-induced
response (Fig. 7). In this HCMV quiescence system, fewer than 3
in 1,000 unstimulated NT2 contain MIE proteins detectable by
FACS (Fig. 7), yet appreciable amounts of low-level expression of
spliced MIE RNA are consistently detected in the unselected in-
fected NT2 population (Fig. 1, 4, and 8). We surmise that spliced
MIE RNA expression may occur below a threshold level whereby
the FACS method of MIE protein detection is insensitive or the
MIE protein is not produced. In the latter consideration, the
threshold set point might be modulated in response to intrinsic
cellular conditions or external stimuli via posttranscriptional
mechanisms, such as microRNA-mediated silencing of MIE
mRNA translation (39).

As illustrated in Fig. 10A, RVP stimulation increases spliced
MIE RNA production in levels commensurate with the degree of
gain in MIE� NT2 population size in the first 24 h after onset of
stimulation. The extent of attenuation of this response by CRE-kB
mutations is proportional to the degree of lowering of preinduc-
tion levels of spliced MIE RNA expression (Fig. 7 and 8). Disrupt-
ing RARE in addition to CRE-kB via mutations does not further
reduce spliced MIE RNA production at baseline (Fig. 8). Instead,

the add-on of RARE mutations blunts the RVP-inducible fraction
of output, which is reflected as further lowering in the maximum
amount of spliced MIE RNA (Fig. 8) and MIE� NT2 (Fig. 7). In
contrast, the add-on of SRE-ETS mutations does not appreciably
affect baseline or RVP-inducible outcome measurements (Fig. 7
and 8). Notably, CRE-kB mutations also lower the intracellular
MIE protein amount in RVP-induced MIE� NT2 (Fig. 7). Adding
RARE mutations to CRE-kB mutations minimally changes this
outcome (Fig. 7), whereas RARE mutations alone do not lower the
number of MIE� NT2 or the MIE protein amount in these cells
(Fig. 5). RARE mutations alone increase somewhat the rate of MIE
RNA level decline after RVP stimulation (Fig. 4), but whether this
change is connected with RARE’s role in boosting MIE RNA ex-
pression in D-NT2 counterparts (Fig. 6) remains to be deter-
mined. Thus, in the early stage following RVP induction, the en-
hancer CRE-kB unit’s actions increase both the likelihood and the
amplitude of HCMV MIE gene expression, whereas RARE func-
tioning is largely superfluous unless the CRE-kB is absent.

The NT2 system models primitive neuronal stem cells that un-
dergo differentiation upon exposure to R. V and P individually
induce MIE gene expression without disrupting OCT4-mediated
cellular pluripotency in the short term and only minimally pro-
duce viral progeny (22, 23). Combining V and P magnifies the
level of HCMV activation, but this outcome is short-lived (Fig. 2)
and also does not disrupt OCT4-mediated cellular pluripotency in
the short term (data not shown). R-stimulated cellular differenti-
ation, by itself, fails to reverse the silence of MIE gene expression
(Fig. 3), and R plus V or P is less effective than RVP in bringing
about the MIE gene expression (data not shown). Figure 10B sche-
matically profiles the differential effects of mutation combina-
tions in the CRE-kB-RARE core on the actively infected NT2
population over the course of many days following the RVP stim-
ulation. The initial expansion and contraction are followed by
reexpansion of the actively infected NT2 population. The reex-
panded population’s size represents the number of MIE�/vGFP�

NT2 clusters arising from individual MIE�/vGFP� NT2 multi-
plied by the number of MIE�/vGFP� NT2 in these clusters.
CRE-kB mutations yield equivalent degrees of decreases in the
number of MIE� NT2 initially produced after RVP stimulation
and the number of actively infected NT2 clusters that develop
thereafter (Fig. 7). Mutations in RARE alone or RARE plus
CRE-kB result in a greater degree of lowering of the actively in-
fected NT2 cluster number than of the initial MIE� NT2 number
at day 1 of RVP stimulation (Fig. 5 and 7), suggesting that RARE
may have a greater role in the pathway of cellular differentiation.

The presence of HCMV structural proteins gB and pp28 in cells
at the outer limits of the actively infected NT2 cluster, as assessed
by IFA (data not shown), suggests that the RVP-induced increase
in infectious viral production over the course of many days (Fig. 3)
is linked to cell-to-cell spread of the virus. The length of lag time to
reexpansion of the actively infected NT2 population corresponds
to the time needed to reach an advanced stage of R-induced NT2
differentiation. Four additional observations reflect an association
between viral proliferation and cellular differentiation. First,
RVP-generated actively infected NT2 clusters are fewer and
smaller if R exposure is not continued to drive further differenti-
ation (Fig. 5). Second, VP acquires the ability to generate actively
infected NT2 clusters when R is added 1 day after VP stimulation,
though cluster number and size are smaller than those produced
by RVP stimulation (Fig. 3). Third, the direct infection of un-

FIG 8 CRE-kB mutations lower pre- and postinduction MIE RNA levels,
whereas add-on RARE mutations blunt the inducible response. (A to D) HFF
(MOI, 1.0 PFU/cell) (A) and NT2 (MOI, 5.0) (B to D) were infected in parallel
with rWT, rCK�, rCKR�, and rCKES�. HCMV spliced MIE RNA level was
quantified by RT-qPCR in triplicate biological samples at 4 h after HFF infec-
tion and at 4 h after stimulation of quiescently infected NT2 with VP, RVP, or
nothing (Unstimulated). Bar graphs in panels A, B, and D depict spliced MIE
RNA levels relative to that produced by rWT after normalization to cellular
actin RNA amount (means � SD). The panel C bar graph depicts fold changes
in levels of spliced MIE RNA before and after stimulation for the respective
virus type, normalized to actin RNA levels (means � SD). RNA levels were
quantified using TaqMan and standard curve methods.
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stimulated D-NT2 produces actively infected cell clusters that ex-
pand at a similar rate (Fig. 6 and 9). Fourth, MIE gene expression
is differentiation dependent. MIE gene expression in undifferen-
tiated NT2 requires induction with specific stimuli (i.e., RVP),
whereas such induction is unnecessary in differentiated cellular
counterparts. As the RVP-induced NT2 progress toward cellular
differentiation in the absence of continual R exposure, the intro-

duction of RARE mutations impairs the development of MIE�/
vGFP� NT2 clusters (Fig. 5). In D-NT2 free of R exposure, MIE
RNA levels are reduced by RARE mutations alone or when added
to CRE-kB mutations (Fig. 6 and 9). The add-on of RARE muta-
tions to CRE-kB mutations further lowers MIE protein levels in
D-NT2, which correlates with the inability of this virus to subse-
quently form MIE�/vGFP� NT2 clusters (Fig. 9). We infer from

FIG 9 Abnormalities caused by CRE-kB and add-on RARE mutations also manifest in D-NT2. (A) HFF (MOI, 0.7 PFU/cell) and D-NT2 (MOI, 1.0) were
infected with rWT, rCK�, and rCKR� in the absence of R exposure. FACS was applied at day 1 p.i. to determine the percentages of MIE� cells. Scatter plots show
percentages of 250,000 gated cells in bright and dull MIE� �D-NT2 subsets, which make up the total MIE� population (MIE� Tot.). The bar graph depicts the
ratio of bright to dull MIE� D-NT2. The histogram shows the fluorescence intensity profile for the MIEBright D-NT2 population. (B) At 1 day p.i. with rCK�.A,
rCK�.B, rCKR�.A, and rCKR�.B, spliced MIE RNA levels were quantified from triplicate infections of HFF (MOI, 1.0) and D-NT2 (MOI, 0.03) in the absence
of R and normalized to actin RNA levels. (C) D-NT2 (MOI, 0.03) infected with rWT, rCK�, and rCKR� in parallel with groups shown in panel A were maintained
in the presence of R for 14 days p.i. The average number (Avg. No.) of vGFP� D-NT2 clusters (�6 vGFP� D-NT2 per cluster) was determined for two separate
infections. Size distributions of 50 randomly selected vGFP� NT2 clusters are depicted by category of diameter size. rCKR� did not form D-NT2 clusters at day
14. (D) HFF (MOI, 0.6 PFU/cell) and D-NT2 (MOI, 0.3 and 0.03) were infected with rWT, rC�, rK�, and rCK�. FACS determined the percentage of MIE�

D-NT2 at 1 day p.i. The average numbers of vGFP� D-NT2 clusters were determined at day 14 p.i. for two separate infections.
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these findings that the intrinsic cellular condition of differentia-
tion links MIE enhancer/promoter activation with viral replica-
tion via the actions of the enhancer CRE-kB-RARE. Notably, R
also promotes viral replication through a pathway that does not
involve the enhancer RARE but likely involves the cellular condi-
tion of differentiation (Fig. 5).

With this cell culture model, we bring into view the enhancer
mechanics underlying the launching and maintenance phases of
differentiation-coupled induction of MIE gene expression and vi-
ral propagation. Interplay in signaling responsive cis-activities of
the MIE enhancer’s CRE, kB, and RARE effectively overrides the
forces behind MIE gene expression silence (Fig. 10C). The data
indicate that the combination of CREB and NF-�B family mem-
ber binding sites sets the tone of uninduced enhancer activity,
rapidly induces MIE gene expression in response to stimuli, de-
termines the likelihood and amplitude of this induced gene ex-
pression, and cooperates with retinoic acid receptor binding sites
in strengthening MIE gene expression as cellular differentiation
develops. This triple combination of stimuli is anticipated to
change the activities of other cellular and possibly viral proteins
that also contribute to the final outcome. Possible downstream
cellular targets that could conceivably influence the result include,
for example, other regulators or modulators of transcription, epi-
genetic function, signal transduction, and posttranscription pro-
cesses. Whether the stimuli rectify the inability of viral pp71/UL82
to translocate to the undifferentiated NT2 nucleus for helping
alleviate the cell-intrinsic repression of HCMV gene expression is
not known (40). The MIE proteins themselves might even be af-

fected in ways that change autoregulation of MIE gene expression
(41, 42). A myriad of other possibilities abound and are beyond
the scope of this discussion.

In fibroblasts, the same CRE mutations, whether or not com-
bined with kB or ETS-SRE mutations, do not appreciably impair
HCMV (strain Towne) MIE gene expression or viral replication
(22, 23, 43). Under standard fibroblast growth conditions, the kB
mutations do not disrupt MIE gene expression or viral replication
for the multiple HCMV strains tested (strains Towne, VR1814/
FIX, and Ad169), partly because of functional compensation pro-
vided by the ETS-SRE (23, 33, 44). In contrast, the kB mutations
reduce HCMV VR1814/FIX’s ability to produce MIE RNA and
viral progeny in serum-deprived fibroblasts (45), suggesting that
the kB have a greater relative role under conditions of cellular
quiescence. Combining kB mutations with ETS-SRE or AP1-
binding site mutations also decreases both MIE gene expression
and viral replication (33, 44). The results described herein are the
first to determine the functional role of enhancer RARE in HCMV
infection. The murine CMV MIE enhancer also contains RARE
repeats that respond to R-induced signaling in a plasmid-based
reporter assay (46). Oral administration of R to mice worsens the
outcome of acute murine CMV infection by increasing viral rep-
lication, disease severity, and death rate but does not worsen the
outcome of acute vaccinia virus infection (46). A very recent re-
port indicates that Toll-like receptor signaling activation cooper-
ates with the R signaling pathway to boost MIE gene expression in
acutely infected murine bone marrow-derived macrophages (47).
This interactive response is also observed for a murine CMV hav-

FIG 10 Model of differentiation-coupled induction of HCMV replication via enhancer RARE, CRE, and kB in quiescently infected NT2. (A) Synopsis of early
time course results for RVP-induced MIE RNA and protein expression from WT virus (rWT) versus viruses without functional enhancer RARE (rR�), CRE-kB
(rKB�), or CRE-kB-RARE (rCKR�). Our model proposes a threshold level of spliced MIE RNA expression, above which MIE protein is produced (MIE protein
positive). The MIE RNA level is measured across the entire NT2 population. The MIE� NT2 population size is proportional to this level. A substantial reduction
in MIE RNA level also reduces the MIE protein level (MIE protein low). (B) Extended timeline of RVP’s effects on the actively infected NT2 population in relation
to locations of enhancer mutations. The size of the actively infected NT2 population represents the number of MIE�/vGFP� NT2 clusters (�6 MIE�/vGFP�

cells) multiplied by the number of cells in these clusters. (C) V activates the PKA-CREB-TORC2-CRE signaling cascade (22). P activates the PKC-delta-CREB-
NF-�B p65/p50-CRE-kB pathway (23). In transient assays, R-coupled retinoic acid receptor (RAR) binding to the retinoic acid receptor elements (RARE)
activates viral MIE enhancer/promoter segments (32, 38). Corepressors (Co-Rep) and activators (Co-Act) regulate R-coupled RAR activity, and other signaling
pathways regulate them (56, 60). We postulate that RVP produces an active R-liganded RAR coregulatory complex that strengthens MIE gene expression, which
is not achieved with R alone.
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ing an HCMV MIE enhancer as replacement of the original MIE
enhancer and is dependent on the RARE in the HCMV MIE en-
hancer (47).

R regulates diverse biological processes, including the func-
tioning of human dendritic cells (DC) (48), which are a site of
HCMV reactivation (49). Interleukin-4 (IL-4) and granulocyte-
macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) trigger mono-
cytic DC to make R (50) and IL-4 and R synergistically interact in
inducing a regulatory phenotype of inflammatory DC (51). IL-4
and GM-CSF are commonly used to morph latently infected
monocytes into an immature DC phenotype (52, 53). HCMV re-
activation is triggered by IL-6 stimulation of the extracellular signal-
regulated kinase/mitogen-activated protein kinase (ERK-MAPK)
signaling cascade resulting in CREB and histone phosphorylation
(52–54). Phosphorylated CREB binds to enhancer CRE to activate
MIE gene expression (54). CRE mutations abrogate the reactiva-
tion, whereas kB mutations do not (54). In neuronal cells, R in-
duces a rapid and sustained increase in CREB phosphorylation
and temporarily increases ERK1/2 phosphorylation (55). The
ERK-MAPK signaling pathway phosphorylates nuclear receptors,
including RAR and RXR, thereby increasing nuclear receptor-me-
diated transcriptional activity via the dissociation of corepressors
and/or recruitment of coactivators (56). VP increases ERK1 and
ERK2 phosphorylation in quiescently infected NT2 (J. Yuan and
J. L. Meier, unpublished data). We postulate that VP-stimulated
signaling cascades modify the activity of R-liganded RAR, the RXR
binding partner, and/or associated corepressors/coactivators to
enhance R-induced viral MIE gene expression. HCMV may ex-
ploit fundamentally similar mechanisms in diverse cellular sys-
tems to induce enduring levels of MIE gene expression, although
system differences in the molecular details are anticipated.

Our NT2 results align with the longstanding recognition that
HCMV reactivation from endogenously infected myeloid cells is
tied to cellular differentiation (57, 58). They also accord with find-
ings in human embryo-derived stem cells carrying quiescent
HCMV genomes (lacking viral lytic gene expression), in which
either P, R, or cellular differentiation generates signs of activated
HCMV infection (20, 21). We acknowledge that the human em-
bryonic NT2 model is imperfect. While the growth of NT2 in stem
cell-like conditions has improved the model, NT2 do not fully
phenocopy human embryonic stem cell lines. Use of human em-
bryonic stem cell lines poses technical challenges in studying mul-
tiple viruses in parallel and applying multiple types of analyses to
address the same issues in NT2. Human embryonic stem cell lines
also have cell population heterogeneity that partly results from
genomic and epigenetic instability, which may evolve with passage
of cells in culture (59). Nevertheless, future studies are needed to
determine whether the core principles operating in tipping the
balance in favor of HCMV propagation in the NT2 model also
apply to HCMV infection in cultured human primitive stem cells,
as well as human myeloid precursors.
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